RISKS AND CONTRADICTORY OF INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL FLOWS IN BANKING
The content of the international capital flows are studied, its contradictor influence on global and national processes. Some theoretical approaches on contradictory impact of capital flows. The major risks of international capital flows in banking sector are determined including financial, currency, assets value decrease, credit rating etc. The capital flows reversal flows are explained. The modern changes of international capital flows to banking sector of Ukraine are discovered.
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CONCEPTUAL BASES OF MACRO PRUDENTIAL OF SUPERVISION AND REGULATION OF INSURANCE ACTIVITIES
The substantive provisions of macro prudential supervision and adjusting, certain basic problems of his realization for adjusting of domestic market of bank services and the process of realization of conception of macro prudential supervision and adjusting is considered, are considered in the article.
Keywords: insurance market, macro prudential supervision and adjusting, macro prudential policy, insurer.
